
The cryo cuff with cooler are suitable for the continuous cold and compression therapy for the hospital and home 

εVERCRYO@ 

> The Evercryo series cryo cuff with cooler is a newest 

medical device that combines compression with cold. 

> This equipment are widely used in Medicallnstitutions, 

home, gym and so on. 

> It has remarkable effect in the treatment of the pain , 

Inflammation , high fever and swelling. 

Features 

• Main components are cooler and cuff, there are 

10 different types for each body part. 

• It is a combination of cryotherapy and static 

compression , commonly uses for the treatment 

。f pain and inflammation after acute injury or 

surgical procedures. 

• Anatomically designed to completely fit the 

injured part. Minimizes hemarthrosis , 

swelling and pain. Safe , comfortable and n。

stimulation for the affected part. 

• Compare with the traditional cold therapy, 

it is easy to operate and use. 
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The cryo cuff with cooler are suitable for the continuous cold and compression therapy for the hospital and home 

Ankle(A2) 

Elbow(F2) 

Clinic Indication 

Ankle Cryo/Cuff 

Shoulder Cryo/Cuff 11 

Thigh Cryo/Cuff 

Calf Cryo/Cuff 11 

Back/Hip/Rib Cryo/Cuff 

Elbow Cryo/Cuff 11 

Hand/Wrist Cryo/Cuff 

Knee Cryo/Cuff 11 

Head Cryo/Cuff 

Neck Cryo/Cuff 11 

Cooler 

Automatic Chill System 

Shoulder(B2) 

Hand/Wrist(G2) 

A2-M 

B2-M 

C2-M 

D2-M 

E2-M 

F2-M 

G2-M 

H2-M 

12-M 

J2-M 

CQ-M 

AC-M 

Thigh(C2) Calf(D2) Back/H i p/Ri b(E2) 

Knee(H2) Head(12) Neck(J2) 

Ideal use for acute sprains , trauma , post-op , and rehabilitation 

Ideal use for trauma , post-op , rehabilitation , and sports injuries 

Ideal use for stress fractures , sports injuries , and soft tissue injury 

Ideal use for acute injury, sports injuries , and soft tissue injury 

Ideal use for chronic/acute pain; post-op and sports injuries 

Ideal use for epicondylitis (tennis elbow) , post-op , and throwing injuries 

Ideal use for carpal tunnel syndrome , tendonitis , post-op ,sports injuries 

Ideal use for trauma , post-op , rehabilitation , and sports injuries 

Ideal use for ICU and high fever 

Ideal use for ICU and high fever 

Ideal for post-operative recovery, trauma , athletic training rooms ,home-use 

Ideal for automatic chill system for the cuff 

Chengdu Cryo-Push Medic Technology Co. ,Ltd. 

Tel: +86 28 6683 0346 

Web: http//cryo-push .com 

Fax:+86 28 8523 9082 
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